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A beautiful dance
A gentle breeze day
With passion from left to right
Two giant trees dance.

A Christmas wish
I wish I had wings
Each Christmas when I think of
the town I was born.

A kiss of passion
Hummingbird kisses
A rose with so much passionHer eyes she closes.

A Truth
The truth-Even the
Smallest praise grandma gave me
Is still in my heart.

A unique couple
A unique weddingYou, from planet Jupiter
Me, from planet earth.

A wall of silence
When the truth came out
The wind screamed I told you so
Through wall of silence.

Above clouds
Something we all know
Above even black clouds sun
Shines as usual.

After rough love
"Love, not for me" Rose
Thought after dating Wind-Then,
She met Hummingbird.

After the rain
After the rain stopped
Today the sun was dancing
With rainbow clouds-Nice.

Almost broken
Under the rain-A
Sunflower plant bends towards
The ground like in pain.

Always a puzzle
It is what always
Puzzles me-Why day and night
Can not get along?

Always bouncing up
She bounces quickly
Up each time wind pushes her
Down-Stubborn tulip.

And then nothing
Falling feather got
Stuck between two red apples.
Then, nothing happened.

At the beach
On the top of rocks
Coconut trees reach out to
Sea-In kissing pose.

Autumn
Autumn is singing
Forest changes its colors
In celebration.

Bad memories
Voice of principal
Echoing through the walls of
School-Bad memories.

Bail outs 101
Unregulated
Self interest brings the need
for social bail outs.

Baby crab
Backwards he runs each
Time I try to touch himFunny baby crab.

Beautiful big eyes
A very dark nightI swear I thought owl’s eyes
Were two supermoons.

Beautiful
Life is beautiful
We should have fun as much as
Good luck allows us.

Beautiful hitchhiker
A wonderful sightA lady bug takes a ride
On top of a snail.

Beautiful mountain
Looking at mountain,
So beautiful and I think“She knows she is mine”.
Beautiful stars
Wonderful night-I
See beautiful stars both in
The sky and the lake.

Beautiful voice
Between the rocks-A
Beautiful song came from the
Fountain so I peeked.

Beautiful yes
Another friday
Night with tequila kissesLife is beautiful

Beautiful
In my future years
More sunny days I still seeLife is beautiful.

Beauty contest
At miss universe
Seated on front seat I saw
A line of beauty.

Between the leaves
Between the leaves-The
Eyes of birdwatchers are fixed
On the robin's song.

Between the rocks
Between the rocks-The
Experienced predator
Knows where the eggs are.

Beyond ignorance
Raised to hate eagles,
But kissed them when he met themBeyond ignorance.

Can you believe?
Inside the pond in
Her sweet heart I see my soulCan you believe it?

Carved on white rock
Note carved on white rock
"When you have a life you have
Time to think better".

Catchy song
“Oh where, oh where could
My baby be,,,”-The catchy
Song now in my head.

Catchy songs
With the help of Wind
He was playing a catchy
Song-The Grand Canyon.

Celestial kisses
Lip shaped hole in dark
Cloud getting closer to meSky wants to kiss me.

Celestial Serenade
I am joining Sun,
Moon, and lucky stars tonightTo serenade earth.

Challenge
It is a challenge
Working, living in a world
Full of challenges.

Changing colors
Leaves about to change
Colors-Autumn just told the
Forest go ahead.

Confused forest
Confused forest-It's
Autumn, but he still thinks it
Is summer season.

Dancing under moonlight
Beautiful full moon
The sea, the wind and me are
Dancing under it.

Dancing with the winds
Very strong winds and
Dancing with them are the sea,
The full moon, and me.

Dandelion magic
It worked like magic.
It took one dandelion.
For her to say "Yes".
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